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Houdini Handcuff Escape 
A SPECIAL PRESENTATION USING BLACK HOLE 

You present a card showing a vintage Houdini escape poster. You show on the other side 
of the card a picture of Harry Houdini handcuffed. You place the card into the Black 
Hole device decorated with a vintage stage/curtain skin. As you move the card behind the 
curtains, a miniature set of steel handcuffs drop with a clank and Houdini re-appears 
from the other side no longer in handcuffs.  
Included with Houdini Handcuff Escape: 
(1) self-adhesive vintage stage/curtain “skin”  
(1) double-sided card with poster and Houdini cuffed 
(1) double-sided card with poster and Houdini un-cuffed 
(1) miniature steel handcuffs with key that locks (handcuff design may vary) 
Full instructions 
 
 
 

To see a video presentation of Houdini Handcuff Escape click the link below 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBnPDXVenBY 

Please note that to perform the routine as shown in the video  
you will need a clip, string and other common magic item which are not included 



 

 

METAMORPHOSIS TRUNK 
A SPECIAL PRESENTATION USING BLACK HOLE 

You present a vintage post card and then turn it over to reveal it is a photo postcard. The 
photo is of Harry and Bess Houdini, The Houdinis, shown ready to perform their famous 
illusion Metamorphosis.  The postcard is separated into two halves and Harry is placed 
in the Black Hole Device which is decorated to look like their actual Metamorphosis 
Trunk. Harry is secured in the trunk with a rubber band. Bess is placed behind a curtain 
card and both cards are placed on top of the trunk. One, Two, Three… they have 
mysteriously switched places. Harry is behind the curtain card and Bess in the trunk. 
Included with Metamorphosis Trunk: 
(1) Authentic Houdini’s vintage Metamorphosis poster with stand. 
(1) Self-adhesive Metamorphosis Trunk “skin” 
(1) Double-sided curtain card  
(1) Double-sided postcard card  
(4) Halves of the postcard (2 Harry and 2 Bess) 
(3) Rubber bands (1 large to secure Harry and 2 small to use to secure the skin when practicing) 
Full instructions 



 

 

 
Protect the Grail 
A SPECIAL PRESENTATION USING CREDIT SLASHER 

You present two cards. You show a card of a stained glass window picturing the Holy 
Grail and explain the legend of the Holy Grail. You next show a Knights Templar card 
front and back and explain their role as protectors of the Holy Grail. You place the two 
cards together in the Vault (Credit Slasher device) and then take the Credit Slasher 
broad sword and clearly pierce through the two cards while they can be seen from the 
top to be in place. A devilish Magic Trick with a new interesting theme similar  
to those in movies like The DaVinci Code or Raiders of the Lost Ark.   
Included with Protect the Grail: 
(1) double-sided Holy Grail Card with transparent stained glass section 
(1) double-sided Knights Templar Card 
Full instructions  



 

 

 
Sherlock Holmes Clock 
A SPECIAL PRESENTATION USING FUTURE CLOCK AND MIND SCANNER 

This is an interesting presentation based on two items once owned by Sherlock Holmes, a clock (Future 
Clock) and a business card holder (Mind Scanner). The clock was specially made by the visionary 
inventor Jules Verne for Sherlock Holmes. When the clock is within the confines of London, the clock 
automatically synchronizes with the Parliament Tower Clock a.k.a. Big Ben. If the clock loses time 
outside of London, a special card can be used to set the clock. To prove how this works, the magician 
has an audience member draws a time on the Big Ben card and then places the card face down in the 
card case without the magician seeing it. The magician then hands over the clock and it is set to the time 
drawn on the Big Ben card. Other cards are included to support the presentation. The note card of Jules 
Verne sets up the premise that the clock was made by him especially for Sherlock and that it has a 
unique feature way ahead of its time. There is also a printed invitation from Harry Houdini (an actual 
item that exists) and a business card complete with blood stains from Sweeny Todd to be placed in the 
card case. The extra cards support that the Mind Scanner is Sherlock Holmes business card holder 
where he carries his business cards (which includes an ambigram) and the cards of people he would run 
into in London in the late 19th century. 
Included with Sherlock Holmes Clock: 
(1) self-standing Sherlock Holmes Clock poster 
(16) Big Ben cards which can be re-used if marked with the included pencil 
(1) soft lead pencil with eraser 
(1) Sherlock Holmes business card with ambigram 
(1) note card from Jules Verne 
(1) invitation from Harry Houdini to a London Magic Club (replica of an actual item) 
(1) Sweeny Todd business card 
Full instructions 



 

 

 

Surprise Camera :–) 

A SPECIAL PRESENTATION USING BLACK HOLE 

You present the latest techno gadget, an extremely thin and compact digital camera.  
But it is not the size that makes this camera special. What makes it special is that it can 
instantly print the picture just taken. A blank photo paper is inserted into the camera and 
at first a blurred picture comes out. You insert another blank photo paper and ask your 
subject to remain still this time as you count to five.  One, Two, Three, Four, Five. 
SURPRISE! A funny picture comes out. Use this to tease someone or use it to make  
a point to someone who might be giving you a hard time as you perform your magic. 
Included with Surprise Camera: 
(1) self-adhesive camera lens “skin” 
(1) self-adhesive camera viewfinder “skin” 
(1) picture of monkey 
(1) blurred picture of monkey  
(1) picture of jack ass 
(1) blurred picture of jack ass 
(1) zip lock bag with HP photo paper header and (4) blank photo papers 
Full instructions 



 

 

 
VIRTUAL COIN CASE 
A SPECIAL PRESENTATION USING BLACK HOLE 
The normal presentation for Black Hole leaves a little to be desired. This presentation 
uses a coin and is similar in theme to Mira Metal. Instead of a red plastic card with a 
black hole printed in the middle, this presentation uses a card with a US half dollar 
printed on both sides (obverse and reverse). When the card is placed into the Virtual 
Coin Case, the case mints the coin right on the spot and the coin drops from  
the bottom of the case making more of an impressive appearance then a wafer thin 
plastic circle.  
Included with Virtual Coin Case: 
(1) self-adhesive coin case “skin” 
(1) double-sided 2012 US Half Dollar card 
(1) card with hole 
(1) 2012 uncirculated US Half Dollar   
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
UPGRADE FOR  

Soft Coins 
Soft coins is a great trick but becomes an even better trick when instead of using three 
pencils and plain paper you use three beautiful swords and a ten dollar bill. The bill is 
printed on a thick stock that holds the swords perfectly. I have a very limited supply of 
these really special swords. 
Included with Upgrade for Soft Coins:  
(3) Brass and Steel Toledo Swords (sword design may differ) 
(10) Freshly Printed Tens   
 
 
 
 

To See Dave and Craig mention this upgrade on the Wizard Product Review navigate to: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eecK2JNgs-c 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 

UPGRADE CARDS FOR  

MOBILE ILLUSION 
The cards that come with Mobile Illusion were just too plain for my liking. These cards 
show a beautiful assistant printed on a playing card. The permanent cards are two sided 
with card backs. 
Included with Upgrade Cards for Mobile Illusion:   
(2) double sided permanent K of Diamonds card 
(1) double sided permanent K of Diamonds card cut in half 
(1) double-sided permanent K of Diamonds mismatched card 
(8) one-sided K of Diamonds cards to cut during presentation 
(8) one-sided K of Spades cards to cut during presentation 
 



 

 

 
UPGRADE CARD FOR 

MINI ZAG 
Why Zag a Five of Diamonds when you can actually Zag a beautiful magician’s assistant 
on a playing card?   
Included with Upgrade Card for Mini Zag:   
(1) Queen of Hearts with beautiful magician’s assistant 
(1) matching gimmick piece 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
UPGRADE CARDS FOR 

4-D SURPRISE 
These flag background cards work just as well as the plain background card provided  
but they are more visual and help to weave a story either about the importance of the 
Statue to Americans or the creation and gift of the Statue from France. 
Included with Upgrade Card for 4-D Surprise:  
(1) US flag background card 
(1) French flag background card  



 

 

 
UPGRADE CARDS FOR 

4-DIMENSIONAL TRUNK 
I didn’t like the use of the tee and ball marker props as the first phase in the standard 
presentation. Also the sound of opening the gimmick is disturbingly loud. I made this 
card to use in place of the tee and ball marker. You tell the audience that you have a golf 
ball in this small briefcase. Of course they do not believe you. You open the case and 
show them the picture of the golf ball. They look at you sideways. You place the card 
back into the case and say “watch this.” You shake the case and you can hear the card 
rattling in the case and a “pop” when the ball has become full dimensional. You take out 
the full size golf ball and close the case. You then say “and now for something really 
amazing,” and you open the case and now there is a picture of a bowling ball … ???  
The visual of the bowling pays homage to J.C. Doty whose original trick was a full size 
brief case with an actual bowling ball. 
Included with Upgrade Card for 4-Dimensional Trunk:  
(1) Two sided card with golf ball on one side and bowling ball on the other   
Instructions 
 
 
  



 

 

 
UPGRADE CARD FOR 

CARD FRAME 
What better to put in your magical Card Frame than a rare autographed photo of  
Harry Houdini. Not only does the frame protect the valuable photo from being damaged, 
but it also makes it invisible so that it is overlooked by possible thieves.   
Included with Upgrade Card for Card Frame:   
(1) faux autographed Houdini picture 



 

 

 
UPGRADE PARTS FOR 

BILLSCAPE 
Billscape is an old trick and the original rubber bands that came with the trick are no 
longer worthy of this great trick. With this upgrade you will get new matching rubber 
bands in two sizes as well as a replica of the credit card that comes with the trick and  
a new card to use when doing the second presentation. 

Included with Upgrade Parts for Billscape:  
(12) small rubber bands for use with the plates 
(6) larger rubber bands for use with the case 
(1) replica Magician’s Card to use when doing the second presentation 
(1) Jackass Card to use when doing the second presentation 
  



 

 

FSO EXCELSIOR 

MASTER COLLECTION 
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